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No, the floods were not unprecedented 

A chorus of “unprecedented” from ministers 

gave the impression that flooding came like a 
bolt out of the blue - impossible to anticipate. 
The weather was violent, with one storm 

following the other, but unprecedented doesn’t 

mean it has never been so bad. It means 

unparalleled, unexampled. Wasn’t the flooding in 

Somerset also described as unprecedented? 
How many floods does it take to create a 
precedent and trigger action?  

Climate science predicted that extremes of 
weather will happen more often because of 

climate change. There’s really no excuse to be 

unprepared.  

It’s not just back-peddling on action on climate 

change (preferential support for oil and gas 
extraction coupled with disincentives for 
renewable energy) or woefully inadequate flood 
defences that caused misery for the people of 
Northern England and Scotland. Shortsighted 
and irresponsible land management has played 
a major role. Here are some examples. 

Easing of planning regulations to allow 
building on flood plains 

Obviously buildings located on the flood plains 
of rivers are likely to flood, but building on flood 
plains increases the area at risk of flood 
because land is largely paved over, drastically 
decreasing the possibility of drainage.  

Subsidies for land management practices 
that promote flooding 

One example is draining of bogs and burning of 
heather on grouse moors, reducing the capacity 
of land to absorb water and leading to rain 
sheeting of uplands into towns below. This was 

a significant factor in the recent flooding at 
Hebden Bridge.  

Weakening of soil conservation regulations 

The government exempted maize from 
conditions on subsidies that required measures 
to preserve soil quality and water holding 
capacity. Maize leaves soil exposed during 
much of the growing season and is harvested 
late in the year when soils are often wet. With 
heavy rain, water runs off the surface of 
damaged fields, polluting rivers with pesticides 
and causing floods.  

David Cameron's response to the floods is 
inadequate and a demonstration of the way his 
government has failed to respond to the reality 
of climate change. We need to consider flood 
defences, but also land use across catchments, 
plus the protection of urban areas through 
sustainable drainage and similar management 
schemes, while ending the construction of new 
housing estates in vulnerable areas. 

Fracking 

The last week of parliament before the 
Christmas holidays was a good time to bury bad 
news. With the ink still wet on the Paris climate 
change agreement, the government cut 
renewable subsidies by 65% and annouced that 
it would allow fracking under National Parks and 
other sensitive areas.  

With the prospect of the Peak District ringed by 
fracking, a group of Greenpeace supporters 
gathered in the rain in Glossop for a photo call. 

The next day the government issued new 

fracking licenses, but Glossop wasn’t included. 

London, the Home Counties and the South-East 

weren’t included either. Maybe there some 

benefits from being in a Tory constituency after 

all. Or maybe not – Erewash and Amber Valley 

also have Tory MPs and they are up for grabs 
together with Bolsover and North East 



 

Derbyshire, with licenses issued in August. The 
new licenses now cover the rest of Bolsover and 
Chesterfield, whilst the licensing of Sheffield 
puts the Peak District at risk from that side. 

Not that fracking is likely any time soon in any of 
these areas because resistance is growing. The 
Prime Minister wanted fracking to start in 2013, 
but sustained opposition from local communities 
has seen this timetable go. The really big 
setback was last June when Lancashire County 

Council voted to reject Cuadrilla’s application for 

the first proper frack in the UK.  

Cuardilla’s appeal starts on 9 February and the 

outcome is a foregone conclusion as Local 
Government Minister Greg Clark has dug out an 
old law that will allow him, the MP for Tunbridge 
Wells, to overrule the decision of Lancashire 

County Council. That’s won’t go down well up 

north, so expect plenty of protests. And this is 
just the pressure testing, Cuadrilla will need to 
apply again for planning permission, and Mr 
Clark will have to use his special powers again, 
before any usable gas comes out of the ground. 

This glacial progress means that so far the big 
money has mostly stayed out of fracking in this 
country. Combined with the low oil price shale 
gas no longer looks like a license to print money. 
The government has shown it is prepared to do 
whatever the industry wants, whether that is 
changing the law or overriding local democracy, 
but the industry itself looks at the scale of 
opposition to fracking, including the huge force 
of police and bailiffs that was required this week 
just to get IGas onto its site in Chester, and 
wonders if this is ever going to be serious 
business prospect. 

 

Moorland management 

Robert O’Connor, a local Green Party member and ecologist/conservationist, leads a discussion on the 

subject of moorland management in the UK. 

27 January 7.30pm. Royal Hotel Hayfield 

The discussion centres on areas at an elevation of 123m. My area of expertise is the blanket bog 

habitat, found above 245m.  Blanket bogs and upland heaths of the UK account for around 1.35 million 

hectares (lowland peat covered about 65,000 hectares in mainland Britain in 1990, now likely to be 

much less due to commercial extraction).  Changes in land use over human history include; strategic 

use of uplands for defence and transportation,  grazing,  agriculture, industrial use,  hunting and other 

forms of recreation, and more recently the use of uplands as freshwater catchment areas. 

Other issues for discussion include:   

Land ownership:  who owns what? Hunting:  the killing of ‘non-preferred’ species on estates managed 

for game hunting, and how much money is involved. Effects on biodiversity: estates managed for 

hunting tend to have low species diversity – for example moorlands managed for red grouse are mostly 

dominated by heather, the preferred food plant of red grouse.  Effects on CO² storage:  blanket bogs 

store significant amounts of  CO² in the peat layer, accumulated over thousands of years. Effects on 

flood attenuation:  a somewhat controversial area that requires a holistic and landscape approach in 

implementation of ‘future-proofed’ flood alleviation schemes.   

What is being done now to address habitat degradation? – A quick look at some exemplar 

conservation projects undertaken by various NGOs.  Appropriate use of public funds in subsidies -  

looking at various payment schemes to landowners past and present. 


